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Abstract: As the penetration of renewable power generation units connected to the grid increases, high power quality and 

flexible power regulation have raised much concern. This paper presents Model Predictive Control (MPC) of dual-mode 

T-source Inverters (TSI) with ability to operate in both islanded and grid-connected mode. There is a significant deviation 

in voltage and current during transition, due to mismatch in phase, frequency and magnitude of the voltage. The 

proposed controller offers smooth transition between the two modes of operations. The objective of the controller in 

islanded mode   is to establish stable voltage for the local loads. In addition, a fast re-synchronisation scheme is introduced 

to achieve smooth grid connection. After connected to the grid, scheme is developed to fulfil flexible active and reactive 

power regulation. The controller uses the system model to predict the system behaviour in each sampling interval for each 

voltage vector, and the most appropriate vector is then chosen according to an optimisation criterion. The proposed direct 

decoupled active and reactive power control in grid -connected mode enables the dual-mode TSI to behave like a reactive 

power compensation device. The proposed controller features simplicity, seamless transition between modes of operations, 

fast dynamic response, and small tracking error in steady state condition of controller objectives.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

A consumption of fossil fuel to meet current energy demands has generated a resurgence of interest in promoting 

renewable alternatives to obtain the developing world's growing energy needs. Residential and industrial needs for centuries 

which has been satisfactorily supported by traditional power generation, is failing due to environmental and economic concerns. 

Therefore, driving force in the effort to sustain the earth's natural resources and to improve the users' quality of life has become 

Renewable Energy (RE). RE such as wind or solar energy which produces no negative impacts during conversion process like the 

emission of hazardous substances can be defined as a free source of sustainable energy. Thus, goals for the development of RE 

have set by recent eco-consciousness agendas in many countries, specifically for its conversion and efficient generation to a 

consumable form of energy. Renewable energy sources (RES) which supplies 14% of the total world energy demand, includes 

biomass, hydropower, geothermal, solar, wind and marine energies.  

 

The renewable that also called alternative energy sources, consider as the primary, domestic and clean or inexhaustible energy 

resources. RESs is expected to increase the share significantly (30-80%). 

 A micro grid is a small-scale power grid that can operate independently or collaboratively with other small power grid 

.micro grids are typically supported by renewable energy sources like wind, solar etc. In islanded mode the micro grid is 

independently working and supplies the local load demands. In grid connected mode, the micro grid is interconnected with the 

main grid along with the local loads .the power supplied by the micro grid is more than the requirement of the local loads, the 

surplus power is taken by the main power grid. The islanding operation may  occur intentionally or unintentionally .Because if 

there is any fault in the main grid, the islanded operation occur unintentionally(1) to achieve the system stability and reliability. 

During transition from islanded to grid connected and vice versa there are detrimental effects on micro grid due to difference in 

phase, frequency and amplitude of the voltage’s. Therefore a sophisticated power electronic interface circuitry and advanced 

schemes are required for the smooth transition. 

                   As a power electronic interface a traditional 

Voltage source inverter(VSI),current source inverter(CSI) and Z source inverters(ZSI)(2)  are used between RES and local loads. 

But recently a new converter topology  denoted as T source inverter. The ZSI have several advantages over the VSI and CSI. But 

the disadvantages of the ZSI are the inductances cause significant over voltages during switches commutation. Hence oversizing 

of switches is typically used in Z-source inverters design. Z-source topology is lack of common point of grounding of primary 

source, LC network and Transistor Bridge that is important due to generated EMI disturbances. To overcome these issues in the 
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interface circuit

ry T source inverter is replaced by the Z source inverter. The T source inverter (3) have all the advantages of the Z source inverter 

in addition to the capability of overcome the disadvantages of Z source inverter. The aim is to show the possibility of realization 

of buck-boost inverter similar to Z-source inverter but with use of high frequency (HF) transformer with small leakage 

inductance. The focus of this paper is to propose a reliable and efficient control strategy for a dual-mode operation TSI for PV 

applications (4).The main feature of the proposed control system are smooth transition between the modes, voltage regulation 

control in islanded mode and power control in interconnected mode. 

Although many control methods have been developed to control the inverters connected to a distributed generation system, 

these methods mainly focus on one specific operation mode; either islanded operation or grid-connected operation. In the last 

decade, some studies have investigated the control of inverters in islanded operation with a particular focus on uninterruptible 

power supply (UPS) applications. These include deadbeat control(5,6) , adaptive control(7) , multi loop feedback control (8,9) 

and others. However, these schemes use the output voltage and current with outer and inner control loops, thus proportional-

integral (PI) regulators and pulse-width modulation (PWM) modulators are required, and tuning effort is needed in practical 

implementation. Recently a control approach based on model predictive control (MPC)(10,11) was proposed, there is no need for 

internal current-control loops or modulators, and the scheme is easy to implement. It has a flexible control scheme that allows the 

easy inclusion of system constraints and non-linearity’s. In this control, a model is used to predict the system behaviour, and a 

cost function is employed as a criterion to select the optimal switching states. 

 

PROPOSED MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM: 

A.SYSTEM MODEL: 

      The grid is connected in two modes i.e grid connected mode and islanded mode. These two are called steady state modes. 

In addition to these two modes there are another two modes called transition modes i.e transition from islanded to the grid 

connected mode and vice versa. The controller objective in islanded mode is to regulate the voltage, in grid connected mode is to 

regulate the power. In both steady-state modes, the voltage and current of the impedance network are controlled to adjust the ZSI 

gain by operating in the shoot-through and non-shoot-through states, for applications such as the Maximum Power Point Tracking 

(MPPT) for the PV source. For transition modes, a grid-synchronization and phase adjustment algorithm is proposed to 

seamlessly transit from the grid-connected mode to the islanded mode and vice versa. For the PV application, the reference active 

power is determined from the MPPT algorithm and the dc-link voltage control (12). 

 
 
Shoot through state of TSI 
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         FIG 2: Non shoot through state of TSI 
 

The T source inverter is used as a power electronic interface between micro grid and main electric grid. The TSI topology requires 

a very low leakage inductance HF transformer that should be made with high precision. In such a way, the number of passive 

elements is reduced because only the HF transformer and the capacitor are needed. It should be noted that the function of the 

input diode could be served by other power electronics systems including a diode rectifier (i.e. wind generation applications) 

similarly to Z-source. 

                The derivation of the predictive model of the system will be discussed. In the stationary reference frame, the per-

phase output filter dynamic model of the ZSI is given by the output filter inductor current and capacitor voltage, 

 

           =         (1) 

 

      =  =       (2) 

 
 

    Here (t) is filter inductor current 

           is output voltage of the inverter 

                is the voltage at pcc 

             is the filter inductance 

               is the equivalent series resistance of the inductor   

                            
By using Euler’s forward method 
 

                        ͌                                 (3) 

 

 Equation (1) & (2) can be approximated by using (3).where T   is the sampling period. K is the discretized t. Now the predicted 

capacitor voltage and inductor current in the discretized form as follows. 

               

 +         (4) 

                 

         ⦌          (5)  

 

Thus in islanding mode, the voltage at PCC is a function of active power of the ZSI. If the harvested PV power does not match the 

required power by the load, the VPCC must increase/decrease to match the load power and the PV power. Thus in the islanded 

mode, voltage drifting is achieved by varying the Pinv. From (33), it can be seen that VPCC is a function of Pinv and R only, thus 

the frequency can be drifted by changing Qinv as given by equation (32). Thus, the frequency of current follows the frequency of 

voltage at mode 1 because of the direct power control in this mode. In mode 2, depending on the reactive power control reference 

for the proposed controller, the value of the PCC voltage frequency tends to drift downward/upward. As an example, if the PV 

system was operating with unity power factor (Qref(k)=0), the frequency of PCC voltage would tend to drift downward 

 

 

Coming to the grid side, the predicted grid voltage at k+1 th instant is    

                                                                          
              =           (6) 
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Here  ω is the angular frequency of the grid voltage.  ωT is the amount of change in angle of the grid voltage over one sampling 

time interval T. If the sampling time period very small then the predicted grid voltage can be approximated as 

 
              =         (7) 
 
The predicted load voltage can be obtained from equ (2) in islanded mode is as follows 

                   

        ⦋ ⦌      (8) 

 
A distinctive characteristic of a TSI is its capability to leverage shoot-through switching states for boosting the output voltage.  In 

shoot-through states both switches in one leg of the inverter are turned ON simultaneously.  The TSI governing equations can be 

developed for the figure2  using Kirchhoff’s laws and voltage averaging. The average voltage through the transformer 

inductances should be equal to zero for the switching time period T.  Both the capacitor voltage and output voltage VOUT are 

functions of the shoot-through coefficient D=T0/Ts.  

  

(1)      (i) 

 
 Where D satisfies a condition D<1/(n+1).  Hence the maximum value of  D for T-source inverter  with n>1 is smaller  than for 

the ZSI and  q ZSI. 

  

 The amplitude Vinv of the DC-link voltage Vinv  during non-shoot-through operational states can calculated from 

 

(2)   +    (ii) 

  
 As the secondary side transformer inductance is not paralleled by any capacitor during non-shoot-through mode the impact of 

leakage inductance can be significant in comparison with q ZSI. In practice, the influence of leakage inductance of the 

transformer is very important. The lower the inductance, the closer is the performance of TSI to theoretical dependences.  

At PV side, the discretised equations for non-shoot through states are 

 

  +       (9)    

 

             (10)             

   
Where 
               

   =   (k)+ (k)+ (k) 

 
 
 
 Discretized equations for shoot through states are 
 

      +       (11)    

                                 (12)    

 

B.ISLANDED AND GRID CONNECTED MODEL: 
      
 In islanded mode the micro grid is disconnected from the main grid at point of common coupling(PCC).The ZSI  supply power to 

local loads only. Now the controller objective is to regulate the load voltages using(5) and control the voltage and current of the 

impedance network(9-12). 

       In grid connected mode ,the micro grid is connected to the main grid along with the local loads. The main objectives of the 

controller in grid connected mode is to regulate the decoupled active and reactive power as well as voltage and current control of 

PV side impedance network. . The dual-mode operation TSI system can operate with adjustable power factor, enabled by the 

proposed decoupled power control. There are many synchronization techniques which require multiple cascade control loops that 

need to be designed and tuned. But it adds design complexity, adverse transient performance and even system instability. 

Generally grid synchronization requires the amplitude and phase angle information of the grid side voltage, which is detected by 
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phase locked loop (PLL)(13,14). Therefore, second-order generalized integrator (SOGI) which is a simple synchronization 

algorithm with proved harmonic distortion rejection capability is used in this paper for generation of orthogonal α-β phase 

components for the TSI.  The characteristic transfer functions of SOGI in S  Domain are given by (15)  

                              =   (13) 

                              =    (14) 

Where  is the damping factor the SOGI can filter all the harmonics and extract fundamental frequency   from the signal. By 

using   the SOGI  algorithm, the α, β components of the  of  and   is as fallows 

       -α =  sin(ωt)  (15) 

  -β =  cos(ωt)  (16) 

        -α =  sin(ωt-Ø)  (17) 

        -β =  sin(ωt-Ø)  (18) 

 

The active and reactive powers are  given by 

               x   =      =    3/2   (19) 

  The derivatives of active and reactive power are given by     

         =    3/2  +  3/2                               (20) 

While the derivative of the PCC voltages are                      = - ω        (21) 

    =  ω    (22) 

For the active ad reactive powers, the state space model  

  =Ax+B - E        (23) 

Where x=    ,   A=       ,                              B=    ,E=     

Here  is the input voltage before the filter.  is the measured value. The system is presented  in state space model with P and 

Q as a state variables. The discrete time model of equation 23 is  

   x’(k+1) = x(k)+T[Ax(k)+B (k) - E ]   (24) 

Equation (24) is used to formulate the predictive active and reactive power  at( k+1) th instant  

 P’(k+1) = P(k) – ωTQ(k) + [  –{ (k). (k)} –{ (k). (k)}]                                 (25) 

Q’(k+1) = Q(k) + ωTP(k) + [{ (k). (k)} –{ (k). (k)}]                                  (26) 
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Thus, two of the control variables (active and reactive power) for grid-connected mode of operation can be predicted measuring 

the filter inductor current  (grid side current in grid connected mode), the PCC voltage , and the inverter output voltage , 

all in two-axis stationary reference frame α-β. The other two control variables, i.e. inductor current and capacitor voltage  on the 

PV side, are predicted using equations (9) to (12). 

C.TRANSITION MODE:GRID SYNCHRONIZATION  AND PHASE ADJUSTMENT: grid 

synchronization and phase adjustment methods are used for seam less transition between the modes of operation. The peak grid 

voltage and α component of the grid voltage is used as an input for  the grid synchronization algorithm. The grid phase angle   is 

estimated from  

  =                (27) 

 Zonal detection approach   is  used to find the exact  phase angle of the grid corresponding to the  specific magnitude of the 

voltage. a sinusoidal waveform can be divided into four zones in one cycle. A look-up table with saved values of a sine function is 

used, four zones are identified over a sinusoidal cycle  in order to get the appropriate point in lookup table with the right phase 

angle information of the Voltage is smaller than   .  Grid  voltage. The vector zone of grid voltage and as a result the exact phase 

angle is determined using the vg(k) and vg(k-1) values as follows, 

     (k)  0 (k) (k-1)       → zone1                            

  (k)  0 (k) (k-1)       →  zone 2             (28)                

    (k) 0 (k) (k-1)       → zone  3       

 (k) (k) (k-1)        →  zone 4 

  =                 zone 1 

  = 180 -        zone 2         (29) 

  = 180+         zone 3 

  =360-           zone 4 

Where           = rnd( )                       (30) 

Once the   phase angle  is determined ,the reference voltage for the islanded mode of operation  can be determined by  

                     (k) =  sin( )   30(a) 

Where     = ω t +   30(b) 

During transition modes the grid synchronization algorithm triggered. Transition from the islanded mode to the grid connected , 

the algorithm firstly determine the phase angle difference between  grid and  local load. If the difference is negligible(smaller than 

a predefined value )(equ 30(d)),then the phase angle information is send to the grid connected mode control algorithm. If the 

difference is  large value ( ) then the unit increment or decrement in frequency is carried out to adjust the phase difference for 

seam less transition. Thus a reference voltage is determined  

                 (k) =  s )   30(c) 

Here  is 1 when >  and -1 if < , after each increment or decrement in phase angle. The phase difference  is evaluated 

until the absolute value of the phase angle difference between the grid voltage and the local load 

D.CONTROL FORMULATION ALGORITHM: In this a single cost function for   optimization   is used in all 

modes  of operation. 
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Min g =  for 1,3,4 modes (31) 

+        for  mode 2 (32) 

Subjected to 

     X’(k+1) = x(k)+T(Ax(k)+Bu(k))   (33)       

  

  

   

   

   

The weight factors (  ) are selected adaptively based on the mode of operation. weight factors are determined using 

branch and bound techniques. 

 Assuming initially system is in grid connected mode, at the end of the control algorithm mode detection 

algorithm is triggered. If islanded mode  is detected then grid synchronization algorithm executed for determining the reference 

voltage to regulate the local load voltage in islanded mode and also regulate the inductor current & capacitor voltage  to determine 

the shoot through and non-shoot through operating modes. Then optimization problem will be executed for islanded mode. After 

the end of each loop mode detection algorithm executed. If grid connected mode is detected, grid synchronization and phase 

adjustment algorithms will be executed for seamless transition to grid connected mode.in fig 4 mode3:transition from grid 

connected to islanded,mode4:transition from islanded to grid connected .  

E. MODE DETECTION ALGORITHM: 

 Islanded mode of  operation   may happen intentionally or unintentionally. If there is any fault  in grid 

unintentional islanding  occur. The intentional islanding also can happen by a command to the controller for only supplying the 

local loads. For either situation, the proposed controller firstly operates in transition mode and then switches to islanded mode. 

Thus in order to have a seamless transfer, an islanding detection technique 

         

 

Active frequency drift (AFD)(16,17) method is used  for  islanded mode detection. This  method easy to implement and simple.  
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                          fig 4: proposed model predictive control of  T source inverter

AFD is the attempt to drift the frequency or the magnitude of the PCC voltage beyond the allowed normal range of the parameters 

that are known as standard under- and over-frequency protection (UFP-OFP) and under- and over-voltage protection (UVP-

OVP)(18).The active and reactive power being consumed by the local loads (assuming RLC load) are given by: 
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 =  =    (34)  

  = = ( )^2]-1} =    (35)

Where  is the resonant frequency of the load  

 is pcc frequency in islanded mode. 

 Equation (31)  can be used to find 

  =         (36)

Thus in islanding mode, the voltage at PCC is a function of active power of the ZSI. If the harvested PV power does not match the 

required power by the load, the VPCC must increase/decrease to match the load power and the PV power. Thus in the islanded 

mode, voltage drifting is achieved by varying the Pinv. From (33), it can be seen that VPCC is a function of Pinv and R only, thus 

the frequency can be drifted by changing Qinv as given by equation (32). Thus, the frequency of current follows the frequency of 

voltage at mode 1 because of the direct power control in this mode. In mode 2, depending on the reactive power control reference 

for the proposed controller, the value of the PCC voltage frequency tends to drift downward/upward. As an example, if the PV 

system was operating with unity power factor (Qref(k)=0), the frequency of PCC voltage would tend to drift downward 

RESULTS: The proposed controller is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink.The transition from islanded to grid connected 

mode and vice versa are examined. pcc voltage, inductor current, grid  current shown in fig 8. In the same way from grid 

connected to islanded mode also there is no harsh dynamic change during transition as shown in fig6 . The grid-connected mode 

operation when a step change is applied to active and reactive power references. In Fig7 , the active and reactive power references 

are initially 300 W and 0 VAR (unity power factor) respectively, then a step change is applied to the active and 

 

Fig4:inductor currents and grid currents in both mode of operations. 
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reactive power references. The reactive power is changed to 200 VAR and active power is decreased to 200 W.  In Fig 4, the 

active and reactive power are changed back to 300 W and 0 VAR                                       . 

 

Fig5:islanded mode to grid connected mode  

 

 

Fig6:grid connected to islanded mode 

 

Fig 7: active and reactive powers for a step change during grid connected mode 
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Fig 8:inductor and grid currents during islanded mode 

 

Fig 9 .  Experimental results active and reactive power tracking: a) active power tracking response to step change from 200 W to 

800 W b) active power steady state tracking error c) reactive power tracking response to step change from 500 VAR to 0 VAR d) 

reactive power steady state tracking error 

 

In fig 9 the steady state tracking error can be examined. 

CONCLUSION: The paper proposes the MPC technique for dual mode operation of TSI with seamless transfer between the 

modes without much deviation in voltage, current due to deviation in frequency ,phases and amplitude  of the grid voltage  and 

load .The proposed controller determines the optimal switching states of TSI. The single cost function is developed for all modes 

of operation which reduces the design complexity and simplifies the implementation. The MPC suited for TSI in which one can 

use advanced modulation schemes due to their shoot through states. The TSI  reduces the harmonic distortion and reduces the 

voltage stress across the switches. 
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